City of St. Louis Transit Survey

Top Transit and Street Needs in the Community

Well-lit & maintained sidewalks
93% [Important]
62% [Present]
93% say this is extremely/very important to have; 62% say it is present

Well-lit & sheltered bus stops
86% [Important]
43% [Present]
86% say this is extremely/very important to have; 43% say it is present

Audio/visual pedestrian crossings
75% [Important]
47% [Present]
75% say this is extremely/very important to have; 47% say it is present

Bikers Most Wanted:
Share the road signs/separate bike lanes

Walkers Most Wanted:
Better lighting on streets and sidewalks

Top 3 Contributing Factors to Transit Decisions

1. Ease
67% [A lot]
19% [A Little]
6% [Not at all]

2. Feeling Safe
17% [A lot]
64% [A Little]
19% [Not at all]

3. Comfort
22% [A lot]
22% [A Little]
56% [Not at all]

Source: 2015 City of St. Louis Transit Survey Adults Age 45-Plus.
Contact: Kate Bridges, Senior Research Advisor, AARP Research, kbridges@aarp.org